Abstract-In order to accelerate the motion estimation process, the normalized partial distortion search algorithm calculates the partial distortion by constantly selecting specific pixels from every sub-macroblock to early reject the incorrect motion vector. However, these selected pixels are supposed that the pixels' values of sub-macroblock are uniform distribution. This paper proposes a partial distortion search algorithm that joints the motion correlation of neighbored macroblocks and the sorting order of calculation with non-uniform distortion. The proposed algorithm first finds the coarse motion vector using the motion correlation of neighbored macroblocks to accelerate the motion estimation process and then calculates the partial distortion by replacing the order of calculation of normalized partial distortion search algorithm with the sorting order of calculation we proposed to early reject the impossible motion vectors. In addition to increase the probability of rejecting the impossible motion vectors without extra computations, the proposed method has a significantly lower computation and better objective quality than traditional algorithms.  Index Terms-normalized partial distortion search, motion estimation, motion correlation, uniform distribution, the order of calculation.
I. INTRODUCTION
For promoting the coding speed, most compression schemes [1] - [5] employ block motion estimation (BME) to lower the temporal redundancy of interframe. Through comparing the reference with current frame, BME [6] algorithm try to search the optimal motion vector (MV). BME algorithm calculates the distortions between all candidate MBs within a well-defined region in the reference and the current MB in the current frame to search the optimum macroblock (MB) which has the minimum block-matching distortion (BMD). BMD is defined as sum of absolute difference (SAD) of two MBs, from the reference and current frame, respectively. The most straightforward BMD algorithm is the full search (FS). However, the FS algorithm matches all MBs within specified range from the reference frame with each MB from current frame, lead to the massive calculation of BMD. Thus the fast motion estimation algorithm is pressingly exploited for motion compensation.
In fact, it has little discrepancy between the current and the reference frame, especially for sequences with slow-motion content. Therefore, to remove the redundancy for motion estimation becomes considerably essential. The motion estimation algorithms try to find out the correlation hidden in interframes and acquire the high compression ratio with fine restored performance. For accelerating the process of motion estimation, several motion estimation algorithms [7] - [11] are exploited to reduce the huge calculations of BMD. One of the most famous method is the Diamond search (DS) algorithm [13] . The DS algorithm employs a nine-point and a five-point diamond pattern to calculate the BMD for decreasing the matching points within a search window [9] . Like the DS algorithm, other pattern-based motion estimation algorithm [7] , [12] and [13] are suggested to reduce the massive computation. As the BMD methods exclude the global minimum by using the search points, these algorithms indeed reduce the computation of motion estimation. Nevertheless, the minimum distorted points with multi-local attributes often emerge when the image sequences especially have the characteristic of fast moving content, result in the test point often acquiring local minimum distortion and getting more mistake than the FS algorithm.
Another popular BMD approach different from the pattern-based algorithms on reducing search points is the calculation reduction of SAD. Because the SAD means the summation of absolute difference of all pixels' value in a macroblock (MB) between current and reference frame, the partial SAD is certainly less calculation than entire SAD between two MBs. Bei et al. extended this opinion to develop, a partial distortion search (PDS) algorithm [14] to decrease the calculation for vector quantization. Montrucchio et al. combined the PDS algorithm and the distortion analysis [15] to propose a rapid and lossless PDS algorithm. For advancing the process of motion estimation, Cheung et al. [16] and [17] released the normalized partial distortion search (NPDS) algorithm in 2000. The NPDS algorithm first normalized the distortions of current minimum and partial accumulation, and then compared them to remove the impossible candidate MVs for reducing the computations. Since then, several approaches [18] and [19] regarding calculation-reduced motion estimation are proposed successively. The calculation-reduced algorithms can indeed achieve fine visual performance; but it is still a consumptive calculation problem. This problem drives us to develop the approach with the advantage of less calculation and fine visual performance.
This paper proposes a partial distortion search algorithm, considers the pixels in sub-MB being non-uniform distribution, with the sorting order of calculation of each pixel for motion estimation. In order to reduce the extra computation of each pixel's sorting calculation, the proposed algorithm first utilizes the motion correlation of adjacent MBs to acquire the coarse MV. The partial distortion are then calculated by employing the sorting order of calculation we proposed instead of the fixed ordering of NPDS to early remove the invalid MVs. Experimental results demonstrated that the proposed approach has fewer computations and better PSNR than other existing schemes such as TSS, DS and NPDS algorithms.
The remainder of this study is introduced as follows. Section II depicts the NPDS algorithm and the proposed method. Experimental results are illustrated in Section III. Conclusions are provided in Section IV.
II. PROPOSED PARTIAL DISTORTION SEARCH ALGORITHM

A. Summary of NPDS
The NPDS algorithm tried to midway end pending the comparison process if the candidate MV is wrong. Each partial distortion in NPDS includes the distortion of 16 pixels which own the same space within neighboring pixels and the m-th partial distortion is expressed as 
where m≦16.
The NPDS first tests all check points within restricted search window just like the FS algorithm. The search process initiates at the beginning point of MB and shifts outside by applying a spiral moving path. In each MB matching, the NPDS algorithms compare each accumulative partial distortion D m with the normalized minimum distortion. The process starts from m=1 to m=16 and the comparison is finished when the accumulative partial distortion of candidate MV is greater than the current normalized minimum distortion, which is indicated as (3) where is the current minimum distortion.
B. Proposed Partial Distortion Search Algorithm with Sorting Order of Calculation
In this section, the proposed algorithm is present as follow. As the motion connection of neighboring MBs to predict the motion vector is significant for spatial domain, the proposed algorithm adopted the directly left, above, above-left and above-right adjacent the current MB [18] . The proposed approach first calculates the mean of the difference between current pixel and adjacent 8 pixels to determine the sorting order of calculation for each pixel in each sub-MB. After deciding the prior order for each pixel of sub-MB, the order of calculation of NPDS algorithm is substituted with the sorting order of the proposed method. Through the NPDS algorithm with the sorting order, the proposed algorithm can obtain the MVs of the upmost row and leftmost column MBs. The MVs of these MBs are utilized to forecast the possible area of the entire minimum distortion situation for other MBs. The average algorithm is then employed to forecast the coarse central point (α c , β c ) of the current MB for motion estimation process. The vector of the current MB is the average of the MVs of its three neighboring MBs defined as ,
where = (α c , β c ) is the minimum distortion point of the current MB; , n = 1, 2, 3 are the MVs of the left, above-left and above MB relevant to the current MB, respectively.
After determining the coarse central point of the current MB, the seeking area of each MB can be decided from the MV situations of its adjacent MBs. The seeking area is defined as (5) where S a (α, β) is the place in the possible seeking area and o s means the offset which dominates the dimension of the seeking area S a . The NPDS algorithm with sorting order is then implemented on this seeking area to achieve the optimal MV.
Based on the purpose of soon discarding the invalid candidate MVs, the NPDS algorithm picks out 16 pixels from each MB and estimates their partial distortion value. But if the pixels within a MB are not regular distribution, the candidate MV may acquire the point of local minimum distortion and the outcome is obtaining the wrong MV. In order to reduce the possibility of achieving the wrong MV, the distribution of pixels in each group is desired to know in advance. For finding the minimum distortion between interframes, the deviation of each pixel is critical on forecasting the MV of current MB. Consequently, the sorting order of calculation of each pixel is employed in the proposed approach. The order of each pixel is determined by the value of pixel. In other words, the larger the value of pixel is, the higher the order of calculation is. Based on this opinion, the proposed algorithms calculate the value of each pixel in each step to find the order of calculation for early discarding invalid MV. After deciding the order of calculation of each pixel from each sub-MB, the first partial distortion is first measured in this study. Because of (2), the first accumulated partial distortion D 1 is sure to equal to the first partial distortion d 1 . However, if the first partial distortion of candidate vectors is greater than the current normalized minimum distortion, the matching procedure will execute from m-th to (m+1)-th group and the optimal MV is then acquired.
If the matching is not success, the second partial distortion relying on the second prior order of calculation is then accumulated with the first partial distortion. If the accumulated partial distortion is still less than the current normalized minimum distortion, then the next order-of-calculation distortion are accumulated as the current partial distortion. Each distortion of group is accumulated into the current partial distortion till the current partial distortion is greater than the normalized minimum distortion. The accumulated partial distortion is hence defined as , (6) where k<=16, and the current normalized minimum distortion D n is defined as
The k value can be obtained while (6) is greater than the current normalized minimum distortion D n . The comparing procedure is stopped if the accumulated partial distortion of the candidate vectors is greater than the current normalized minimum distortion, which is defined as .
Because the proposed algorithms adopt the sorting order of calculation based on pixel's non-uniform distribution, while the accumulated partial distortion is greater than the current normalized minimum distortion, the proposed algorithms can be more rapidly than NPDS with uniform distribution to discard the impossible MVs. It means that the proposed algorithms soon discarding the incorrect MVs are more possibility than that of NPDS. This is because the pixel-group value of the first sorting order is always greater than that of the other sorting orders; the removed probability of the first sorting order is also greater than that of the other sorting orders. This discovery reveals that the proposed algorithms can promote the accurateness of achieving correct MVs. In summary, the proposed method executes the following procedures to acquire the optimal MVs. Fig. 1 illustrates a flowchart 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Four CIF sequences with distinct levels and styles of motion content, namely Foreman, Missa, Mobile, Garden, which have 180, 149, 140 and 86 frames, respectively, were performed by using the proposed algorithms in this section. Simultaneously, the proposed approach was competed with four block motion estimation algorithms including FS, TSS, DS and NPDS, by using PSNR measure and calculation. In this paper, the size of SAD block is designed as 16 and the size of search range is provided as 7. Tables I and II show the PSNR measure and amount of computation of the FS, TSS, DS, NPDS and the algorithms of this survey, respectively. As expressed in Table Ⅰ , the proposed algorithm revealed better PSNR than the TSS, DS and NPDS algorithms. The improvement of average PSNR by employing the proposed algorithm is 0.12 dB which compared with the NPDS algorithm. The maximum PSNR improvement from the proposed algorithm is 0.16 dB by the simulative result of the Foreman sequence. Therefore the experimental result proved that the proposed algorithm own a better PSNR exhibition than the TSS, DS and NPDS algorithms.
In Table II , the computing operations of FS, TSS, DS, NPDS and the proposed algorithms are compared. The operations of absolute, addition/subtraction, comparison, and left-shift are abbreviated to "Abs.", "Add.", "Com.", and "LS.", respectively. As shown in Table II , the speed of the proposed algorithm is 17.34 times of the FS algorithm for the Garden sequence. The proposed algorithm is 1.46 times as fast as the DS algorithm on average, and has the better PSNR exhibition. Additionally, the speed of the proposed algorithm is 1.47 times of the NPDS algorithm on average, and also has the better PSNR exhibition. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a partial distortion algorithm for accelerating the process of motion estimation in video coding was proposed. Due to adopting the property of pixel's non-uniform distribution in intra-frame, the proposed approach thus increase more possibility than NPDS to early discard the incorrect MVs. The proposed algorithm need not additional calculation over NPDS for forecasting the MVs. Implemented results demonstrated that the proposed algorithm obtains better PSNR exhibition and less calculating operations than several conventional algorithms like DS and NPDS algorithms. Except its higher possibility than NPDS of discarding the invalid MVs, the proposed method possesses significantly lower calculating operations than conventional schemes, while preserving fine visual quality. However, the proposed approach does not need more calculation than NPDS to forecast the MVs.
